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I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the physical processes of impact cratering on planetary surfaces and
atmospheres as well as collisions of finite-size self-gravitating objects is vitally important to
planetary science. The observation has often been made that craters are the most ubiquitous
landform on the solid planets and the satellites. The density of craters is used to date surfaces on
planets and satellites. For large ringed basin craters (e.g. Chicxulub), the issue of identification of
exactly what "diameter" transient crater is associated with this structure is exemplified by the
arguments of Sharpton et al. [1993] versus those of Hildebrand et al. [1995] . The size of a
transient crater, such as the K/T extinction crater at Yucatan, Mexico, which is thought to be the
source of SO2-induced sulfuric acid aerosol that globally acidified surface waters as the result of
massive vaporization of CaSO4 in the target rock, is addressed by our present project.
The impact process excavates samples of planetary interiors. The degree to which this
occurs (e.g. how deeply does excavation occur for a given crater diameter) has been of interest,
both with regard to exposing mantle rocks in crater floors, as well as launching samples into
space which become part of the terrestrial meteorite collection (e.g. lunar meteorites, SNC's from
Mars). Only in the case of the Earth can we test calculations in the laboratory and field. Previous
calculations _ independent of diameter,-'_at the depth of excavation, normalized by crater
diameter, is_TU= 0.085 [OKeefe and Ahrens, 1993]. For Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (SL9)
fragments impacting Jupiter, predicted excavation depths of different gas-rich layers in the
atmosphere, were much larger.
The trajectory and fate of highly shocked material from a large impact on the Earth, such
as the K/T bolide is of interest. Melosh et al. [1990] proposed that the condensed material from
the impact upon reentering the Earth's atmosphere induced, radiative heating, and producing
global firestorms. The observed reentry splash of the SL-9 impact-induced plumes that reimpact
Jupiter [Boslough et al., 1994] supported Melosh's K/I" model.
The fate of early primitive planetary atmospheres during the latter stages of planetary
accretion, resulting from impactors in the 100 to 103 km diameter require modeling, e.g. Newman
et al. [1997]. Ahrens [1990; 1993] and Chen and Ahrens [1997] found that upon delivery of
most of the impact energy to the solid planet, very large ground motions arise, which couple
sufficient kinetic energy to the atmosphere to cause substantial atmospheric escape. The trade-off
of this model with that of Cameron [ 1997] who suggests that atmospheric blow-off occurs as a
result of the massive impact-induced heating of the atmosphere and Pepin [ 1997] who uses this
heating event to model differential hydrodynamic loss of lighter atmospheric gases, requires
further research.
a) Complex Multi-Ring Craters
We have continued to conduct cratering calculations on silicate surface out to very long
times so as to model gravity driven crater oscillations [O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1997]. We
used the Mohr-Couiomb pressure strength models for the strength, Y:
Y = Yd + (Yo-Yd) exp [(_Y/dP) P/(Yo-Yd)] (1)
where (bY//)P)o=o is the initial Mohr-Coulomb slope and Yo and Yd is the STP and strength
at depth. We'took Yo = 0 for the present studies. Also, we modeled fracturing and comminution
using the Johnson-Cook [1985] approach. These different strength models resulted in significant
differences in the final crater depth, diameter and other features.
Examples of simple bowl shaped, incipient flat floored and complex crater calculations
are shown in Figures 1, 2, 7, and 8. A parameter that determines the crater morphology is the
normalized strength, Y/pgdp, where Y is planetary strength,, g is the planetary gravity andd o is
the depth of penetration uniter zero strength conditions [O Keefe and Ahrens, 1993]. When
Y/pgdp >> 1 the impact produces simple craters and when Y/pgdp << 1, the impact produces
centerhne osci]lations and complex craters.
Wefind thatthemaximumdepthofpenetrationisgivenby
dp= 0.83(p/5)-0-26/(ga/U2)0"22 (2)
wherep and8arethedensityofthetargetandimpactor,respectively,and"a"is impactoradius.
Moreover,themaximumdiameterof thetransientcrateris
Dp/a= 0.22(8/p)0.26/(ga/U2)0.22 (3)
FortheEarth,impactedby a 10km diameterprojectile,weobtainthediameterof the
innerring(applicabletoChicxulub)as
Dir = 0.39Dp (4)
and
dp= 0.4Dir (5)
Thedescriptionof acomplexcrater(Figs.7 and8)usestracerparticlesto delineatethe
effectof thecratermotionson thedeformationof theplanet'sstratigraphy,e.g.,Fig. 7a. The
timeisnormalizedbydividingby (a/U). In Fig.8b,theoscillatingpeakhasformedandis atits
firstmaximumheight.Thecraterlip,withinvertedstratigraphy,formedduringexcavationof the
transientcrater.Duringtheformationof thetransientcenterlinepeak,thestratigraphyisrotated
90deg.within thetransientcavity. Thefirst peakcollapsesandformsa second(shallower)
transientcratercavity. Thestratigraphynearthecenterlinemaintainsits pre-impactordering,
whereasthestratigraphy,in the"verticalringregion"is rotatedby90degrees.Thisring forms
becauseof greatershockheating,plasticwork,fractureandcomminutionweaknessof thiszone,
relativeto thematerialatthebaseof thetransientpeak.Thesecondtransientcavityreboundsand
producesa smallnarrowsecondcenterlinepeak;thisdecaysto givea centralstructure.In the
caseshownherea smallcenterlinepeakandring formed. Thisring doesnot havea rotated
stratigraphyincontrastto the"verticalring". ThefinalcraterareshowninFigs.7eand7f.
Themaximumdepthof penetrationandthemagnitudeof thepeakoscillationaregivenin
Fig.3. Thetransition(Fig.5)betweensimpleandcomplexcratersoccursfor Y/pgdp-1.
We estimatethe strengthat depthby usingthe relationshipbetweenthe depthof
penetrationandthe abovetransitioncondition.ThusY = 0.049gDir(Fig. 6). In thecaseof
impactsontheEarth,foraninnerringdiameterof 100km,thestrength,atdepth,is -700MPa.
Theabovescalingrelationscanbeappliedto theChicxulubimpact. Theinnerring
diameteris estimatedas90 to 105km [Hildebrand et al., 1991]. This impliesthat the
maximumdepthof penetrationwas-40 km(Fig.3).FromFig.4, wefind for anasteroidimpact
at 20km/s,or a cometimpactat40km/s,theimpactordiameteris -14 km. Fora cometat60
km/s,theimpactordiameteris~12km.Wearenowableto describetheevolutionof thedepth,diameter,andcraterlip heightof
transientcraters,aswellasgravitationalcollapseof largecratersasafunctionof density,crustal
strength,planetarygravity,andimpactvelocity. In Fig. 8, weshowcross-sectionsof acrater
inducedby theimpactof a silicateimpactorwitha radius(a)of 50km at a velocity(U) of 12
km/sec.We chosethis speedto minimizevaporization.Thecrateringflow is givenfor an
unprecedentedtimeduration,for Ut/a= 463,theequivalentrealtimeis32minutes!
b) Impacton Asteroids and Asteroidal Break-up
Asteroid Breakup
The collisional evolution of the asteroids is previously modeled by analogy with small-
scale, strength dominated laboratory impact experiments. However, recent calculations by
Holsapple [ 1993] suggest that gravity dominates over strength in determining impact behavior
for silicate objects larger than -6 km diameter. Moreover, a recent study by Nolan et al. [ 1996]
argued that for impacts on asteroids by projectiles with diameters greater than -102 m, the
impact-inducedshockwave fragmentsthepre-existingsolid rock prior to cratering. Thus
gravityratherthanstrengthplaysaroleevenfor impactsat smallscalesonasteroids.Therefore
strength-dominatedimpactsmaynotapplyto mostnumberedasteroidsor to mostmeteorite
parentbodies.
To investigatethe impactresponseof fragmentedasteroids,weusedtheCaltechthree-
dimensionalSmoothedParticleHydrodynamics(SPH)computercodethatincludesarigorous
treatmentof gravityandstudiedcollisionsatimpactspeedsof 3-7km/sandanglesof 15to 75°.
Wecalculatedthecatastrophicthreshold(Q*) for 50%targetmassremovaloccursatprojectile
kinetic energyperunit targetmass(specificenergy)equalto be 104to 106J/kg for target
diametersof 10to 103km,respectively[Love andAhrens,1996].
Uponextrapolatingto smallersizes,anewestimateisobtainedof theasteroiddiameter
markingtheboundarybetweenstrengthandgravitydominancefor impactcratering:250-2_150m
(Fig.9).
Asteroid Rotation.
The rotation rates of the asteroids are deduced from light curves. We studied oblique
impacts at 5 km/sec on solid (and porous) rock targets in the 10 - 103 km diameter range with
rock impactors in the 0.8 to 470 km diameter range. The effectiveness of the target in acquiring
spin angular momentum is expressed as the fraction, _, of the system angular momentum prior to
collision that is retained by the target. Small scale experiments including our own (e.g.
Yanigasawa et al. [1991]) yield values of _ = 0.1 to 0.7, previous theoretical estimates assumed
values of _ = 0.01-0.3, whereas using our SPH results [Love and Ahrens, 1997] yielded even
lower values, i.e. _ = 0.01 to 0.1.
The rotation of a collisionally mature asteroid is the result of a 'random walk' of many
impacts. Applying the present model to observed asteroid rotation rates is an approximation,
because it neglects initial target spin and only shows the effect of a single impact rather than the
sum of many. Initial spin, however, has only a minor effect on mass ejection. Furthermore, if
impacts occur at random orientations, the effects of initial target rotation may average to zero.
Combining the curve in Fig. 10a with the observation that target mass removal is proportional to
impactor mass for a given target size and including the impactor mass distribution allows us to
compare the importance of different sized impacts in controlling asteroid spin (Fig. 10b). Small
erosive events are frequent but have little effect on the spin. Impacts removing more than -0.75
of the target's mass alter rotation significantly, but not enough to compensate for their rarity.
Between those extrema, occasional catastrophic impacts leaving remnants with 0.40-0.65 of their
original masses are the most effective in determining asteroid rotation rates and thus represent the
'step size' of the random walk. We find such impacts produce (on initially non-rotating targets)
spin rates of 1.8-4.2d -1. This is consistent with the -2.5d -1 observed asteroidal mean rotation
rate.
The line at the top of Fig. 10a indicates an equatorial rotation velocity equal to the low
orbit velocity. This is the rotational breakup for strenghless gravitating objects. For a sphere, the
breakup spin rate (in d"l) is given by fmax = 86,400 .x/Gp/3/t, where p and G are the density
and the gravitational constant in mks units. For increasingly large impacts, final spin rates
approach, but do not reach, the breakup limit.
The observed mean spin frequencies of C-, S- and M-class asteroids (2.2d -1 , 2.5d-1 and
4.0 d-l, respectively) fall in nearly the same proportion as the square roots of their presumed
densities (-2,000 kg m "3 for the 'carbonaceous' C class, -2,700 kg m -3 for the S class, and
-7,800 kg m "3 for the 'metallic' M class). We speculate that collisionally mature Kuiper-beit
objects (p-l,00 kg m"3) should have a mean spin rate near 1.5d -1 .
c) Impact Erosion of Planetary Atmospheres
Cameron [1983] suggested that large impacts onto planetary atmospheres may induce
atmospheric ejecta that escapes the planet. Hence, impacts can erode planetary atmospheres.
Melosh and Vickery [ 1989] developed a semianalytic model applicable to impactors with radii,
that are small compared to that of a planet, developed a physical model describing this process
(and applied it to Mars), whereas Zahnle et al. [1992] applied this concept to planetary satellite
atmospheres. Recently, Cameron [1997] has also shown that for giant impacts on the Earth,
concurrent atmospheric heating causes thermal atmosphere escape.
Our group has begun [Ahrens, 1993] to study the atmospheric erosive regime for
impactors with diameters greater than the atmospheric scale height, but substantially less than the
diameter of the target planet. In this regime (Fig. 11) a larger-sized projectile passes through the
atmosphere (depositing only a few percent of its energy [O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1982]) and
induces a strong shock wave within the solid Earth (or other planet). This shock wave upon
reflecting at the solid planet-atmosphere interface gives rise to an upward driven shock in the
atmosphere. This shock increases its shock and particle velocity with altitude such that the
escape velocity is exceeded at high altitude and the atmosphere is eroded [Chen and Ahrens,
1997]. To study this problem we modified a compressible flow, LaGrangian one-dimensional
finite difference code [Kipp and Lawrence, 1982] to include gravity and obtained particle
velocity profiles (e.g. Fig. 12).
Our second approach was our analytic and finite difference investigation of a near-
surface explosion (as a proxy for an impact) at the base of an exponential atmosphere [Newman
et al., 1997]. Here the streamlines of the particle velocity induced in the atmosphere for a
surface explosion are (for the first time) analytically calculated. This model yields less gas loss
via atmospheric escape than the Melosh and Vickery model. The Melosh and Vickery [1989],
Chen and Ahrens [ 1997], and Newman et al. [1997] approaches all suffer from the neglect of the
downward flow-field set-up by the incoming bolide before impact with solid planet. Moreover,
the Newman et al. model has been run only for cases, where the energies are similar to the K/T
bolide (5 x 1030 erg).
d) Impact of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (SL9) on Jupiter.
We finished publication of our initial attempts to conduct a full three-dimensional
smoothed particle hydrodynamic description of the impact of SL9 fragments on Jupiter. We also
conducted a new analysis of methods of scaling impact events so as to understand why the plume
heights reported by Hammel et al. [1995] were nearly constant varying from 2700-2:170 to 3350
+ 170 km above the 1 bar level whereas the mass (and energy) of the fragments appeared
[Weaver et al., 1995] to vary by a factor of 20!
We developed a semianalytic model for the breakup of fragments of SL9 on entry into
Jupiter's atmosphere [Roulston and Ahrens, 1997]. We assume the impacting fragments
behaved as viscous fluid and their breakup resulted from growth of hydrodynamic instabilities.
The wavelength of the smallest instabilities that contribute to mass loss determines the depth of
penetration, which is consistent with the changes in penetration depth obtained using numerical
models with different resolutions. If the diameter of the impactor corresponds to 8 resolution
elements then the penetration depths obtained are about 102 km too great. To obtain penetration
depths within one scale height (=25 km) of the viscosity limited value, at least 25 resolution
elements are required across the diameter of the impactor in agreement with the studies of K.
Zahnle and M.-M. MacLow [ 1994]. This argument indicates that the zoning of several groups,
that conducted SL9 impact calculations, including our own, was too coarse! We show that two
different regimes of hydrodynamic mass loss exist, one caused by Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) type
instabilities and a later one caused by the onset of Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) type instabilities. These
regimes can be identified in the numerical results of D. A. Crawford et al. [ 1994], where KH
instabilities appear to be the major mass loss mechanism between 100 and 200 km (below 1 bar)
and RT instabilities become dominant below 200 km (below 1 bar).
The upward velocity of material behind the shock caused by the expansion of the
superheated gas in the comet's wake is then calculated and shown to be about 12 km sec -1 and, to
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a first approximation,independentof theimpactingfragmentsizeprovidedthatthefragmentis
not significantlydecelerated,uponinitial entry, beforeit reachesthe altitude(100 mbar)
tropopause.Thisupwardvelocityimpliesa plumeheightof 3000km abovethe l-bar level,
whichagreeswith Hammelet al.'s[1995] observations.It is shownthatfor no significant
decelerationto occurbeforethetropopause,theimpactingfragmentsthatproducedplumesmust
havehaddiameterslargerthan0.3km. This,in turn,impliesaprogenitordiameterof 1.6km(in
agreementwithpre-impactcalculationsof ScottiandMelosh[1993],AsphaugandBenz[1994],
andSolem[ | 994]). It is thenestimatedthatthetime intervalbetweenimpactsof 0.3 km
diametercometsonJupiteris approximately500years,whereastheintervalbetweentheimpact
of 1.6kmcometsisabout6000years.
Thechemicalabundancesin theplumes,especiallytheirhighCOcontent,indicatethat
thefragmentscontainprimitivematerialsandthusSL9wasprobablyoriginallyaJupiterfamily
comet.As canbeseenin ourcalculatedcolorimageof theplumecross-section(123secafter
impact)thevisibleplume,probablydarkfromcarbonoriginatingin shockprocessedCH4 rich-
stratosphere(blue)[Takataet al., 1995],attenuatesthelineemissionfromcometaryspecies(red
triangles).Our simulations[Takataand Ahrens, 1997]suggestthat theenergysourcethat
producetheobservablewaves[Ingersoll andKanamori, 1995]is locatedin thestratosphere,
ratherthanin thedeeptroposphere.Finally,theejectapatternobservedoverlyingtheclouds,
weresimulatedby theejectionof atmosphericgasandcometarymaterialsfroma narrow~30°
coneregionalongthetrajectory.
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Figure _.. Time history of the interface between the impactor and the planet along the
centerline of impact. Time is nondimensionalized by Ut/a. This figure illustrates the
evolution of the depth of penetration and the peak oscillations depend on the ratio of Tresca
crustal strength, Y, gravity, g, and projectile radius values, or, Y/pga are shown for each
curve.
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Figure 2 .Simple (lower) bowl and flat floored (upper) shaped craters profiles for two
different strength crusts. Here dp is the maximum depth of penetration of impactor for
Earths gravity, for Y/pgdp = 2.71 case at UtJa - 981, for a 50m radius silicate, 12krnJsc.
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Figure 7. Complex crater evolution. Note expanded vertical scale in e and f.
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Figure 9 Catastrophic threshold (Q*) as a function of size in the strength (left portion)
and gravity (right portion) regimes according to this work and previous studies. In the
strength regime we plot Q* for laboratory impact experiments on silicate targets, along
with the scaling curves of Farinella et al. (1982), Housen and Holsapple (1990), and
Holsapple (1994), with power law slopes of-0.5, -0.24, and -0.33, respectively. In the
gravity regime we plot the results of Love and Ahrens (1996) as well as those of Davis et
al. (1995) and Holsapple (1994). Love and Ahrens (1996) show the gravitational binding
energy, per unit mass, W, is a firm lower limit on Q*. The power law slopes of these
relations are respectively 1.13_+0.01, 1.5, 1.69, and 2.0. The intersection of the present
results with the suite of strength scaling curves indicates that the gravity regime for
silicate bodies may begin at diameters as small as 250-2_150m. (after Love & Ahrens,
1996).
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Figure zo a. Final target rotation frequencyf as a function of the ratio, t-t, of the target's
post-impact mass to its initial mass. The unshaded points denote granite targets. Symbols
without lines inside represent 45 ° impacts, crossed symbols 75 °, and the slashed symbol
15. Square symbols denote 5 km s "i impact speed, round 7 km s" 1 and triangular
3 km s "1. The five different symbol sizes represent from smallest to largest (10 km to 103
km) target body diameters. The filled squares represent iron and the filled diamonds dry-
tuff targets; these trials employed 100-kin targets struck at 5 km s "1 and 45 °. The final
rotation rate does not depend strongly on the absolute target size or on the impact velocity.
Grazing and near-vertical impacts yield respectively faster and slower rotauon for the same
mass loss. The heavy horizontal line marks the 11.9d" 1 maximum spin r,,te
(corresponding to rotational breakup) for strengthless spherical bodies of density 2,680 kg
m -3. The heavy curved line is a fit to the points for 45 ° impacts, b. Relative importance
(in arbitrary units, with dimensions of time "2) of impacts of different severity in
determining asteroid rotation rate. Shown is the product of the change in spin rate imparted
to a target by impacts of various sizes (from the present model) and the relative frequency
of such collisions, assuming an asteroid mass-frequency distribution with a power-law
slope near - 1.7. Collisions that leave target remnants with 0.40-0.65 of their original mass
and correspond (according to a) to a change in spin frequency of 1.8-4.2d -1 control
rotation rate evolution (after Love & Ahrens, 1997).
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Figure ll Two proposed modes of impact atmosphere erosion: (a) Atmo-
sphere lying above the plane tangent to the Earth surface at the impact
point is blown off by impact generated vapor plume. After Vickery and
Melosh 1990. (b) A shock wave propagates through the solid planet and the
atmosphere is accelerated by the movement of the planetary surface. After
Ahrens 1993.
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Figure 12.Time history of shock wave profile in the atmosphere. Surface
velocity v = 2 kin/s, polytropic constant 7=1.40, initial atmosphere thickness
in the calculation is 16 times scale height.
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